Profits of the Future

By Harry Gannes

"Without Revolutionary Theory, There Can Be No Revolutionary Practice." (Lenin). The artist, Lydia Gibbon, shows the worker reading the "Workers Monthly," the theoretical organ of the Workers (Communist) Party.

Jobless? You're Bugs!

By Henry

In these columns two weeks ago I described one of the many revolutionary meetings that took place in the "Hobo College" in the last few months.

From the Jesus pilgrims, who number in the large thousands, to the "Hobo" sidekicks who not only insist that the "College" is to inject their religious diopse of Salvation and salvation of their hungry, homeless and jobless men, there comes another class of capitalist hirelings who call themselves "psychiatrists."

Many of these "psychiatrists" who call themselves "hobo College" occupy high positions in state and county hos- pitals for insane, or in penal institutions, universities, or such. Others are well on the fast track and are only in the 'business' for making them out as insane when they cause for crime. It is rather easy to observe how the best known of the headliners of the leading industry in supporting the crumbling rubber industry by accounting for the "jobless" a few weeks many of the so-called "mental technicians" sprang up as official experts to convince the jobless men that they are because they are elsewhere. But the main cause of vagrancy—the so-called physical or mental disability.

A vagrant, according to the law, is a person without visible means of support, so as not in work and are in the vagrant class.

Here is a list of mental diseases as given by the psychiatrists, that is, of the unemployed and insane men that are not from in work and seeking jobs that are not there:

1. Paranoia, paranoia, paranoia, psychopathic personality, moral may be simply a "sinner."

So if the boss discharges you from work, immediately you get out of the above mental diseases and you will have it until you get back to work, if you are lucky enough to find a job.

Someone asked one of these "specialists" this question: "Is it not fact that over 85 per cent of all crime that is being committed is committed by the gangsters, the labor racketeers, the jobless, the robbers, the burglars, petty hoods, gangsters, and if we would abolish private property would not crime automatically decrease 85 per cent?"

"It may be true that 85 per cent of all crimes is committed against property," the "specialist" answered, "but I am not interested in that. I am interested in the abnormal behavior of the type who commit these crimes. A word as if a man is hungry and steals a loaf of bread because he is abnormal and that abnormal behavior and psychiatrists will prove that, not his belief, but his brain, is abnormal."

From my observations of the capitalist dodge poets and the speakers whom the men react to in a natural way, it seems to me that the big joke is on the "psychiatrists." The man may live as they do for the capitalists' benefit, but they have little regard for the experiences that the blame for their wicked ways, but in a social system itself. If there are any short-term solutions to the mental problem in the work of the worker is the lack of understanding of the value of workers' organizing. Join militant workers' or other organization and help in the march of progress of the working class that leads to a better tomorrows for those who will.